
Walker 1424 

Chapter 1424 Minor Improvements And Changes 

Even in the Garden of Karma, Lin Mu could see the Spatial Fabric. 

It was after all, present everywhere and matter could not exist stably without it. Even if the Garden of 

Karma was a different plane, the Spatial Fabric existed the same. The only difference was in its 

toughness and complexity. 

And right now, for Lin Mu, the Spatial Fabric appeared like a complex intersecting layer. The space 

merged and crossed over each other, forming a tough form of the Spatial Fabric. 

"The Spatial Fabric can be like this too?" Lin Mu had never thought of it. 

The Spatial Fabric in the real world was just a plain sheet. It didn't even appear in the eyes of normal 

people. Only those with Spatial Perception could truly see it. 

And since this was the first time Lin Mu was seeing the Spatial Fabric of the Garden Of Karma, he could 

feel his understanding of space improving. After all, observing and analyzing were the key to improving 

one's knowledge base. 

Lin Mu looked around for a few seconds before deactivating Spatial Perception. 

'My eyes feel sore now…' Lin Mu felt even more tired. 

"You need to be a bit more careful with the Spiral Flake Crystal. Peering into its space will drain your 

mental strength quickly. There have been several people who passed out while losing track of time 

inside." Xukong warned. 

"I'll keep that in mind, Senior Xukong." Lin Mu nodded his head. 

He stored the Spiral Flake Crystal away in the ring and took a look at the dome where Little Shrubby was. 

"Looks like it is coming along well." Lin Mu walked up to the dome. 

It was still filled with the green energy and nothing could be seen inside it. But Lin Mu could faintly sense 

that the energy was steadily being absorbed by the Seed inside it. 

"At this rate it shouldn't take long for Little Shrubby to recover. Even I can sense his rising vitality." 

Xukong spoke. 

"I hope so too senior." Lin Mu replied while keeping his eyes on the insides. 

After a minute of staring though, a thought appeared in his mind. He closed his eyes for a moment 

before starting to chant the nurturing heart sutra. And as soon as he did a change could be seen within 

his Dantian. 

The spirit Qi in there started to rise and swirl. It condensed into strands of Beast Qi after a short time, 

and this beast Qi started to collect in a ball too. Lin Mu continued to transform more and more spirit Qi 

until finally all his spirit Qi was gone. 
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Lin Mu didn't fully need spirit Qi now, so it was fine for him to deplete it directly like this too. Besides, he 

wanted to see what kind of effect it would have on Little Shrubby now. 

'I'll use all my spirit Qi to make beast Qi and give him a large dose. That combined with the herbs should 

provide him with a better effect,' Lin Mu reckoned. 

Xukong was observing Lin Mu too, and didn't stop him from doing this. To him, it wasn't a problem and 

only good would come out of giving Beast Qi to Little Shrubby. 

Lin Mu placed his hand on the dome and injected all the beast Qi he had refined. It was truly the largest 

quantity of beast Qi he had made ever before and appeared in the form of a large orb. 

The orb was about the size of a large watermelon and was quickly mixed with the green energy in the 

dome. The beast Qi orb automatically dissipated and merged with the rest of the energy. 

The green color in the dome started to change and became darker. 

Lin Mu sensed the situation inside and saw the mixture of energies being absorbed by the seed. 

'The speed is faster now for sure…' Lin Mu observed. 

Still he knew it will take a while more for all the energy to be absorbed, thus he just decided to wait. 

'I'll rest for the time being.' Lin Mu went to the Immortal Apple tree and sat with his back against it. 

Closing his eyes, he lightly chanted the calming heart sutra and circulated his Qi. 

Now that his Dantian had no spirit Qi inside it, the movement of the Immortal Qi had become even 

faster. After a while, the immortal Qi started to circulate automatically. But his body's natural 

absorption was also working at the same time. 

More spirit Qi was absorbed by his body from the air and automatically refined before being sent into 

the Dantian. But here, a conflict arose. 

As if its territory was challenged, the immortal Qi swept over the newly arrived spirit Qi and made it 

dissipate. But since it was all within Lin Mu's body, it was only reabsorbed and re-condensed. 

But this time, it wasn't sent to the Dantian directly. Instead, it was sent to his heart, spleen and lungs! 

The three organs represented fire, earth, and metal. All elements that Lin Mu had proficiency with. And 

while his proficiency with the fire element didn't reach the innate level, it was still quite high. 

The three treasured organs worked and quickly transformed the attribute less spirit Qi into elemental 

spirit Qi of three types. Once these were refined, the elemental spirit Qi was sent back into the Dantian. 

Here, the Immortal Qi didn't sweep the spirit Qi. Instead, it slowly covered it, before merging with it. 

One could now see three colored pools forming in the Dantian. One pool was red, one was brown and 

one was yellow. The three pools had a mixture of immortal and spirit Qi mixed in, but the spirit Qi was 

starting to disappear slowly. 

,m And when it was fully gone, the three pools were only left with Immortal Qi. This immortal Qi was 

pulled back into the three organs and returned to the Dantian. 



But now, the immortal Qi wasn't attribute-less immortal Qi… it was Elemental Immortal Qi! 

 


